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1. 14:1 According to standards of the first century, a ruling Pharisee
invited only those whose presence advanced his own status.
2. 14:1 Because of the nature of the friction between Jesus and the
Pharisees, it appears they have Him there to set Him up
(Luke 11:53-54).
3. 14:2 As puzzling as Jesus’ presence at this meal was, even more
baffling was the man with a disease, whose very presence
contaminated the ritual purity of the meal.
4. 14:3 One’s behavior on the Sabbath was considered an identity
marker for faithfulness. Appropriate Sabbath conduct was
meticulously enforced through sanctions. One basic rule was that a
person could only be doctored if they were going to die
immediately.
5. 14:4 Perhaps they wanted Jesus to do the healing so they could
make a case against Him. If they talked Him out of it, they would
lose the opportunity to accuse Him.
6. 14:4 The Pharisees considered themselves the protectors of God’s
Laws. So, when Jesus arrived and told them their system was not of
God, He became their archenemy. They saw the Gospel as an
attack.
7. 14:6 They could not reply to Jesus’ question because no one could
object to His reasoning.
8. 14:7-11 Jesus invited the Pharisees to share in the redemption God
makes available; but in order to do so, they needed to reorient their
lives around God’s values.
9. 14:7-11 It is better to have your honor bestowed upon you than to
make a bid for honor that might not be granted.
10. 14:11 Pride will shut you out of the Kingdom

Application: No one is going to enter the Kingdom by good works, by
righteous deeds, or by self-promotion. But the very thought of that is
totally contrary to a natural way of thinking. Salvation in Jesus has
always been to the humble, to those who plead for mercy and grace.

Paratereo (par-at-ay-reh´-o)—to inspect alongside, - insidiously or
scrupulously: — observe
Archon (ar´-khone)—a first (in rank or power): — chief (ruler), magistrate,
prince, ruler
Hudropikos (hoo-dro-pik-os´)—as if looking watery; to be “dropsical”: water
retention
Epilambanomai (ep-ee-lam-ban´-om-ahee)—to seize (for help, injury,
attainment, literally): — catch, lay hold (up-)on, take (hold of)

“Expectations of reciprocity were extended to the table: to accept an invitation
was to obligate oneself to extend a comparable one, a practice that
circumscribed the list of those to whom one might extend an invitation.”
~Dr. J.B. Green, The Gospel of Luke (1997)
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